Term:

Pre-Learning Challenge? Chn create a fact file on everything they know about Space

Year 5

Date: Autumn 1

Teacher: Mr Daly

Week 1
Why do we have day
and night?

Week 2
What is the surface
of the Moon like?

Week 3
Who were Neil
Armstrong and
Buzz Aldrin?

English Unit

Fiction Discuss and
introduce text Leon The
Place Between – Focus
on illustrations

Non -Fiction Write a
diary extract
including the
characters thoughts
and feelings.

Maths Unit

Roman
numerals/Number
sequences

Fiction Continue novel
‘Leon The Place
Between’
Consider themes of
book and discus as a
class.
Rounding/Place
Value

Science

Chn look at the Planet Chn research facts
earth and use internet about the Moon to
to find information
create a fact file.
about Earth.

Foundation
Subject focus.
ICT
Experiences

Coding

Coding

Autumn 1

Division – Short
and long division
Chn find out
about the first men
to step foot on
earth and write a
short biography on
each.
Art Chn create an
abstract space
picture using
pastels.
Coding /
Researching

Week 4
What is the Sun?
Non – Fiction
Note taking and
skim reading.
Identifying key
information from
information texts
Area and Perimeter

Chn research and
find out about the
sun and why we
have day and night.

Week 5
How do I make a
picture frame to
take into space
Fiction – Write
own story based on
the text Leon The
Place Between

Week 6
What do I know about the
other planets in the solar
system?
Poetry
Listen, perform and annotate
the poem ‘The Magic Box’.
Discuss impact and effect of
poem

Reflection and
Translation

Properties of shapes

Chn research and
find out about the
sun

Chn find out about all the
planets of the solar system.

DT Chn make a
picture frame to
take to space.
Coding
Chn make an item
suitable to take to
space.

Powerpoint
presentation
Visit to Jodrell
Bank

Powerpoint Presentation

